The resolution performance of a new fiberoptic probe is analysed using its MTF and its resolution limit that are evaluated both with a simple theoretical model and with experimental data obtained with a laboratory prototype.
INTRODUCTION
The inspection of heat exchanger tubes by eddy currents techniques is established and present high performance, but the measurement principle imposes limitations both to the achievable resolution ( -I mm) and also, in tubes with supporting plates, for inspecting the tubes at the neighbourhood of the plates'. Among several trails in the last decade to overcome these problems using optical principles2,3 we have proposed4 a new technique based on a fibreoptic probe that obtains an image of the surface using small fibre reflectometers that cover simultaneously a ring section of the tube ( fig. 1 ). The image brightness assigned to each point Q is proportional to the average value of the irradiance EF over the detection fibre input face. If the 1D circumferential scanning is combined with a 1D axial scanning, a global image is obtained in which cracks will appear as dark areas.
Part of a detailed analysis of this techniques has been already published6. The analysis includes, by one hand, a specifically developed theoretical model that describes the imaging process of the probe as a linear system ( fig.  2a) . The main hypothesis of the model is that the intensity is spread by the normal areas of the surface inside a cone of semiangle AD and, at a distance QB from the surface, the length of the spread is given by M= 2QBtanOD (I) In the simplest case of sampling pitches pc and pa lower enough to consider the output as a continuous function, for a infinite straight crack of width 6 oriented along the circumferential or axial direction (y direction in fig. 2c ) the imaging process can characterised by a line spread function 1DF(xF) that relates the output irradiance eF(x) and the surface reflectance r(x) (fig. 2b1, and table 1: Row 3 -Colum 1 (T1: R3 -C1)). 1DF(xF) can be used to predict the output profile of a crack and to establish the basic relation SF =s +M +D (2) from which S can be measured using S F, provided that M and D are known ( fig. 2c ). By the other hand, the experimental analysis have shown8 that the theory is well correlated with the behaviour of isolated cracks over the inner surface of heat exchanger tubes of Inconel 800 characterised by a spread AD 7=-5 °. In the present work, we briefly present the theoretical model in the frequency domain and obtain the theoretical values of MTF and spatial resolution limit that will be compared with the experimental data.
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The inspection of heat exchanger tubes by eddy currents techniques is established and present high performance, but the measurement principle imposes limitations both to the achievable resolution (' 1 mm) and also, in tubes with supporting plates, for inspecting the tubes at the neighbourhood of the plates' . Among several trails in the last decade to overcome these problems using optical principles2'3 we have proposed4 a new technique based on a fibreoptic probe that obtains an image ofthe surface using small fibre reflectometers that cover simultaneously a ring section of the tube ( fig. 1 ). The image brightness assigned to each point Q is proportional to the average value ofthe irradiance EF over the detection fibre input face. Ifthe 1D circumferential scanning is combined with a 1 D axial scanning, a global image is obtained in which cracks will appear as dark areas.
Part of a detailed analysis of this technique5 has been already published6. The analysis includes, by one hand, a specifically developed theoretical model that describes the imaging process of the probe as a linear system ( fig.  2a) . The main hypothesis of the model is that the intensity is spread by the normal areas of the surface inside a cone of semiangle °D and, at a distance QB from the surface, the length of the spread is given by M=2.QB.tanOD By the other hand, the experimental analysis have shown8 that the theory is well correlated with the behaviour of isolated cracks over the inner surface of heat exchanger tubes of Inconel 800 characterised by a spread 50• In the present work, we briefly present the theoretical model in the frequency domain and obtain the theoretical values ofMTF and spatial resolution limit that will be compared with the experimental data. bl) Scheme of the image formation process for a straight crack of width S, r(x), e (x) and eF(x) normalised values of R, E and EF., l and 1F line -spreads corresponding to the point-spreads h and hF. b2) The same that in bl) in the frequency domain. c) Relationship between the normalised reflectance distribution r(x) of the surface and the output integrated irradiance eÁ(x) in the image and between the widths of the crack over the surface S and over the image SF.
THEORY: MTF AND RESOLUTION LIMIT
The expression for the image forming process in the spatial frequency domain (T1: R3 -C2) relates the input and output Fourier spectrum r(fx) and eF(fx) by means of the Optical Transfer Function ¡DF(fx) (Ti: R1-C2). For each MTF (Ti, R1-C3) we can define the corresponding resolution limit as r =1 /f, where f is the minimum spatial frequency for which the selected MTF goes to zero. Taking into account that for a given type of surface (ODconstant) M is reduced only reducing QB, we conclude that, if QB is kept constant, the best value of rDF is given by M provided that DAM (Ti: R1-C4 and fig. 3 ).
As MDF(fx) and rDF (T1: R1-C3,4) depend on M, to check the validity of the theory we have had to design a not -standard approach for MTF evaluation based on reference patterns of cracks performed over the previously tested tubes6 (in this case OD -5 °). The basic hypothesis of our scheme is that the reflectance of a pattern rp(x) of length L can be described as a finite train of pulses (T1:R4,5 -C1). When L is much greater than the pitch of the pattern (i.e. L_qA »A, q integer) the spectrum of r,(x) at frequencies n/A can be evaluated as a function of the spectrum for an infinite train r(x) (T1: R4,5 -C2) and so we can obtain the expressionss eF(n /A) On the basis of (3) and (4) and the values A and S of the reference crack pattern, the MTF can be evaluated at n/A (n= 0,1,2,...) using the Fourier Transform values eF(n/A) that can be extracted from the experimental data.
EXPERIMENT
The experiments were performed over tubes of diameter 16.8 mm diametrically sectioned (equal to real steam generator tubes) with regular patterns created by electrical disintegration. The patterns have straight cracks with different widths S and with pitches A 100 and 250 µm. A set of images of the patterns was taken with a laboratory prototype5,6 that allows to select independently the parameters of the reflectometric configuration and the sampling pitches. All the images were obtained using the same values of the illumination and detection angles (0,. = =0d 30 °) and selecting pX 1 to minimise the effect of sampling along the x direction -219 - As MDF(J) and rDF (Ti: Ri-C3,4) depend on M, to design a not-standard approach for MTF QB evaluation based on reference patterns of cracks D/2flOD performed over the previously tested tubes6 (in Fig. 3 Evolution of the theoretical value of the resolution this case °D 5O). The basic hypothesis of our limit rDF as a function of the detection distance QB for a scheme is that the reflectance of a pattern r(x) constant value of the diffusive behaviour of the surface °D and of length L can be described as a fmite train of the fibre size D. pulses (Ti:R4,5Ci). When L is much greater than the pitch of the pattern (i.e. LqA>>A, q integer) the spectrum of r(x) at frequencies n/A can be evaluated as a function ofthe spectrum for an infmite train r(x) (Ti : R4,5-C2) and so we can obtain the expressions5 MDF (n IA) = eF
On the basis of (3) and (4) and the values A and 6 of the reference crack pattern, the MTF can be evaluated at n/A (n0,i,2,...) using the Fourier Transform values eF(n/A) that can be extracted from the experimental data.
The experiments were performed over tubes of diameter 16.8 mm diametrically sectioned (equal to real steam generator tubes) with regular patterns created by electrical disintegration. The patterns have straight cracks with different widths 8 and with pitches A 100 and 250 pm. A set of images of the patterns was taken with a laboratory prototype5'6 that allows to select independently the parameters of the reflectometric configuration and the sampling pitches. All the images were obtained using the same values ofthe illumination and detection angles (°1°d30°) and selecting p=i to minimise the effect of sampling along the x direction CI C2 C3 C4
Line Spread Function . Fig. 4 Scheme of the algorithm for the analysis of data.
-220 - describe the spreads in the image formation process, but the detailed value of the line spread has to be revised. 
CONCLUSION
The resolution performance of a new fiberoptic probe for automatic detection and measurement of cracks has been analysed. The comparison between theory and experiment show that, even though the theoretical model and the parameters M and D are adequate to describe both isolated cracks and the resolution limit, a better matching between theory and experiment should be attained if a suited line spread function is selected. A line-spread of gaussian form could be a solution to this problem.
describe the spreads in the image formation process, but the detailed value ofthe line spread has to be revised. 
